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Peace Takes Flight at the Library
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CATHERINE  INSERRA
Since June, Action Ridge members and the general public were encouraged to
participate in the “Peace Takes Flight” installation hosted by the Park Ridge
Public Library and organized by the Kids Above All organization. As a member of
both organizations, Catherine Inserra organized and brought the event to Action
Ridge and many members were able to enjoy the project. This installation was
inspired by a Japanese legend and ongoing tradition whereby origami cranes are
made to memorialize and celebrate those who work for peace. 

For most of the summer, stations with materials and drop boxes for completed
cranes were publicly available through the library, so this installation extends far
beyond any one organization. At the installation’s assembly, over 1,800 cranes
were made and used in the exhibit that currently occupies the Park Ridge Library
in the children’s department on the first floor. Kids Above All has always worked
to prioritize the safety, well-being, and education of children; as such, the Park
Ridge Public Library, and specifically the children’s department, served as a
fitting host for this installation and participation opportunity. Thanks to everyone
who participated and make sure to go check out the completed exhibit. 
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"THE LONG SHADOW"
DOCUMENTARY

SCREENING AND 
DIRECTOR Q&A

@ 7:00 PM 9/16

LWVPR'S VOTER REGISTRATION EVENT 
AT MAINE WEST 

8:00 AM - 3:00 PM 9/28

Scan to Register

ACTION RIDGE GENERAL MEETING
OCTOBER 6TH 

@ 7:00 PM
PARK RIDGE COMMUNITY CHURCH

Email actionridge2017@gmail.com
for information on volunteering
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Vote Equality RV Visits LWVPR and Action Ridge
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NAN PARSON AND CHICAGO TRIBUNE
On September 1st, Action Ridge and the League of Women Voters Park Ridge
hosted an event to rally support for the proposed Equal Right Amendment (ERA)
in the parking lot of Park Ridge Community Church. Members of both
organizations and the general public were encouraged to stop by and visit the
traveling ERA RV, while stopped in Park Ridge, on its journey across the country.
The RV, named the “Ruthless Vote Getter RV”, in homage to late Supreme Court
Justice and gender equity icon Ruth Bader Ginsburg, also encourages people to
make their mark by signing the exterior of the vehicle. If passed by Congress, the
ERA would confirm that one’s rights “shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any state on account of sex.”. Although 3/4 of the states have
ratified the legislation, congressional action is necessary in order to pass the
legislation. That is why it is more important than ever to build support for the
ERA through events like the RV visit. 
Aside from the buzz created by the mere presence of the giant, purple RV, Illinois
Attorney General Kwame Raoul came and spoke to the group and showed his
support for the proposed constitutional amendment.

The event would not have been possible without the participation of Action Ridge
members and Community Church members Jeanne Wells and Luan Zoellner, who
hosted the event in the church's parking lot. Additionally, Pat Lofthouse
contributed greatly by educating attendees on the importance of adopting rack-
choice voting in Illinois. Lastly, the onsite deputy registrars were a valued
addition to help register voters in our community. Thanks to everyone who came
out to support the ERA and visit the RV. You can read a full article on the event
at the Chicago Tribune.
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